
The Safer Neighbourhood Panels (SNP) have been introduced by the Police and Crime 
Commissioner (PCC). It is a group that is open to residents and those closely associated with 
the community. The role of the panel is to hold the Local Police Commander to account. The 
panels can choose to monitor and scrutinise any aspect of local policing. 
 
This report has been produced by the Safer Neighbourhood Panel members to scrutinise the 
deployment of Tasers within the local policing area 
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Scrutiny Report Summary 

Newcastle Safer Neighbourhood Panel 
SNP Topic: Taser Scrutiny  
 

Report Author(s): Trevor Smith 

 

Date: 20.1.17 

 

Reason for review:  
The main purpose of the Taser session was for Safer Neighbourhood Panel members to gain a thorough 
understanding of how a Taser is deployed and scrutinise a selection of case studies.  The Panel members will 
then feedback to the OPCC via a report. 
    

Documents & information reviewed:  Police data and case studies 

 

Background summary to review process: 
 

The following information was relayed to the Panel members by Chris Dawson, Tactical Support Inspector and 
Tim Avill, Tactical Support Team Constable.  
 

What is Taser? 

A Taser is a less-lethal single shot weapon designed to temporarily incapacitate a subject through the use of an 
electrical current. It is a hand-held weapon similar in shape and size to a pistol, but is bright yellow in colour. 
 

How does it work? 

Taser uses an electrical current which interferes with the body’s neuromuscular system. It allows Police Officers to 
deal with violent or potentially violent people at a distance to maximise protection for all involved 

The Taser contains a pair of wires with barbs attached that carry the electric current to the subject’s body. The 
cartridge is clipped on to the front of the Taser. The Taser works by delivering an electrical charge to the body. 
 

How is Taser harnessed? 

Taser is usually held in a holster in a harness on the officer’s chest (but can be carried in other positions) along 
with other officer safety equipment. It is clearly visible, being yellow and black, designed to stand out and be 
identified as a Taser. 
 

The following terms were explained to the Panel members by the Officers: 
 

Draw - This is the removal of the Taser from its holster. It has the advantage of the officer being ready and letting 
the subject know the officer has a Taser. 
 

Aim - Once removed from the holster, the Taser is pointed at the subject but not armed. This is used to let the 
subject know the officer has Taser and to desist from the actions which lead to the officer drawing Taser in the first 
instance. 
 



 

 

 

   

Red Dot - The Taser has a laser sighting system which allows the officer to mark the subject with a red dot. This 
has the advantage of letting the officer know they are on target and also letting the subject know that they have 
been targeted. 
 

Arcing - This is an action aimed at deterring a subject. This is achieved when the officer squeezes the trigger 
without the cartridge attached and the electric current flows between the two contacts at the end of the Taser. An 
audible and visual display of electricity crackling across the two contacts can be seen and heard. 
 

Angled Drive Stun - Taser is designed to safely incapacitate a person at distance, sometimes distance cannot be 
achieved due to the subject being too close to the police officer. On some of these occasions it will be appropriate 
for an officer to incapacitate the subject by carrying out an angled drive stun. This involves activating the loaded 
Taser close to the subject’s body and then placing the Taser against another part of their body to incapacitate 
them. 
 

Drive Stun - Similar to the angled drive stun where distance cannot be achieved, but on this occasion the 
cartridge is removed from the front of the Taser. This will not incapacitate the subject but will cause pain. On some 
occasions it will be appropriate for an officer to use drive stun to gain control of a subject. 
 

Discharge - This is the firing of the Taser causing the two barbs to be propelled from the cartridge towards the 
subject. This is used to deal with a subject at distance and will, under correct circumstances, incapacitate them. 
 

The Officers then produced a Taser modified for training purposes and each Panel member had the opportunity to 
hold the gun and activate the red dot. 
 

The Officers produced statistics to highlight how many cases over the last 12 calendar months where a Taser was 
used and deployed in Staffordshire. 
 

The Officers then produced 2 case studies (1 from Newcastle Borough and 1 from Leek Moorlands) captured by 
Body Cam and the group viewed the footage and had the chance to comment and scrutinise. 
 

 Case study no.1 (Newcastle Borough) captured on bodycam footage 

This involved a Police response to a female in her 30’s who was in some emotional distress at her home address.  
On Police arrival the female was talking to them from the top bedroom window and was asking the Police to move 
their Police vehicles out of view from the neighbours obviously concerned about what her neighbours would say or 
think.  The Police said they would do this and tried to coax the woman down so they could talk to her.  The female 
said she would only talk if her Sister was present.  When her Sister arrived the female came down the stairs to the 
front door.  The female opened the door still in a distressed state but was brandishing a large kitchen knife.  She 
was waiving the knife around, away from her Sister who had retreated.  Despite several unsuccessful attempts to 
calm the female down, she proceeded to hit herself in her stomach with the knife which made it look like she was 
stabbing herself.  The Police then deployed the Taser, first the red-dot then discharge to incapacitate the female to 
prevent self-harm.  The female was transported to a nearby mental health facility and was discharged back to 
home.  However her erratic behaviour continued causing the Police to respond yet again. 
 

 



 

 

 

   

Case study no. 2 (Leek/Moorlands) captured on bodycam footage 

This involved Police response to reports from members of the local community of possibly several male youths 
causing criminal damage and asb in a factory in an isolated, rural location.  A lone Officer responded to the 
reports and apprehended the youths who were also taking illegal substances in the premises.  The youths 
dispersed upon being confronted by the Officer apart from one who became aggressive.  The Officer tried to talk 
to the male in an attempt to diffuse the situation however this did not have the desired effect.  The male resisted 
arrest and despite repeated warnings the Officer had no choice but to act in self-defence, quickly using the red-dot 
before discharging the Taser.   Following the Taser the male became compliant and was then arrested by the 
Officer. 

Findings of review: 
The Panel members were greatly impressed by the content and delivery of the session.  The two Officers 
presented the information in a clear and concise manner and the use of the case studies put the use of Tasers 
into appropriate context. 
 

Upon viewing the bodycam footage of Taser deployment in Leek/Moorlands (case study 2) the Panel members 
thought that the PO was in a potentially dangerous position considering that he did not know how many youths 
were in the area and if the reports were correct that they were youths and not adults.  The PO did discharge the 
Taser on this occasion and this was considerable proportionate to the threat but still feel that he was placed in a 
very difficult position. 
 

The panel were due to see further case studies however due to technical difficulties this was not possible. 
 

Conclusion of Review and Recommendations made: 
The Panel members had sight of the Taser Deployment Log which detailed in the last 12 months how many 
instances of Taser use occurred, by whom and the location. 
 

The Panel members felt that the usage of Tasers, in various modes and function, across Staffordshire were in low 
numbers and felt assured that the governance arrangements process and procedures in which Tasers are utilised 
are robust. 
 

There are no specific recommendations to be made following the review only that whilst the Panel understands 
that Police Officers are required to respond to reports alone they recommend that Officers particularly in isolated, 
rural locations should not respond alone without adequate back up. 
 

 

Comment by Chief Inspector Peter Owen 

The Local Policing Teams appreciate the work that has been done by the Scrutiny Panel and which provides an 
independent review as to police legitimacy with this high profile piece of personal protective equipment.   
 

 

 


